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https://bestfontforward.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/type-styles.png 

}  (plus more and other names) 

https://bestfontforward.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/type-styles.png 

Old Style/Humanist 
}  The Old Style or Humanist serif typefaces are  

very legible. 
}  Have minimal contrast between thick and thin lines, 

rounded brackets where the stokes and serifs meet, 
and angled serifs. 

}  The line through the thinnest parts of the O in the figure 
to the left shows the diagonal stress. 

}  Example: Garamond 
}  Developments mostly in France, 1600s 

https://bestfontforward.wordpress.com/tag/transitional/ and www.designishistory.com/1450/type-classification/  

Transitional 
}  The bridge for the gap between Old Style and Modern 

serif typefaces 
}  Transitional type has a more vertical axis and sharper 

serifs than Old Style/Humanist forms. 
}  Increased contrast between thick and thin strokes 

than Old Style/Humanist 
}  Example: Baskerville 
}  Developments mostly in England, 1700s 

https://bestfontforward.wordpress.com/tag/transitional/ and www.designishistory.com/1450/type-classification/  
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Modern 
}  Modern serifs were a radical break from the traditional 

typography of the time with high contrast of strokes, 
straight serifs and a totally vertical axis. 

}  Example: Bodoni 
}  Cross-pollination between countries;  

however, much of what we study comes from Italy, 1700s 

https://bestfontforward.wordpress.com/tag/transitional/ and www.designishistory.com/1450/type-classification/  
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}  “European politics, philosophy, science and 
communications were radically reoriented during the 
course of the “long 18th century” (1685-1815) as part 
of a movement referred to by its participants as the 
Age of Reason, or simply the Enlightenment... 

http://www.history.com/topics/enlightenment 

}  “…Enlightenment thinkers in Britain, in France and 
throughout Europe questioned traditional 
authority and embraced the notion that 
humanity could be improved through  
rational change.  

}  The Enlightenment produced numerous books, essays, 
inventions, scientific discoveries, laws, wars and 
revolutions. The American and French 
Revolutions were directly inspired by 
Enlightenment ideals and respectively marked the 
peak of its influence and the beginning of its decline.  

http://www.history.com/topics/enlightenment 
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}  Louis XIV (Lived1638-1718, King 1643-1680s) 
} “The Sun King” 

France 

https://slightlyshortsighted.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/spot-the-difference-french-revolution.jpg 

}  Louis XIV (King 1643-1680s) 
} “The Sun King” 
} Wealthy “unaware” of poverty-stricken masses 

France 

https://slightlyshortsighted.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/spot-the-difference-french-revolution.jpg https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTTvKwCylFY  WATCH UNTIL 2:05 in CLASS 
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}  Louis XIV (King 1643-1680s) 
}  “The Sun King” 

} Wealthy “unaware” of poverty-stricken masses 
}  Strong interest in printing 
}  1692: New letters were to be designed by  

scientific principles 
} Romain du Roi (King’s Roman) 

France 

Louis Simonneau, Romain du Roi, 1695 

} Could only be used by king’s office  
for royal printing 
} CAPITAL OFFENSE to disobey! 

}  Louis Simonneau 
} Engraver of large copper plates 

}  Then to Philippe Grandiean 
} Punchcutter 
 

Romain du Roi 

} Had fewer calligraphic properties 
inspired by chisel and flat pen 

}  Increased contrast between thick 
and thin 

}  Sharp horizontal serifs 
}  Even balance to letterform 
}  First important shift from Venetian 

tradition of “old style” roman type 
to transitional roman 

} Calligrapher no longer dominant  
typographic influence 

Louis Simonneau, Romain du Roi, 1695 

}  1737- pioneered standardization when published 
his first Table of Proportions 
} Pouce   

}  Initiated idea of “type family” that are visually 
compatible and can be mixed 
} Roman, italic, script, decorative, ornaments 

}  4 (2 finished) volume Manuel of Typography 
}  improved measuring system based on the  

POINT instead of the point and line 

Fournier Le Jeune 

Pierre Simon Fournier le Jeune, pages from Manuel Typographique, 1764 and 1768. 

**Paradoxes** 

}  Romain du Roi based on the  
Enlightenment ideals 
}  Though ordered by the King 

 
}  Fournier Le Jeune’s work of organizing and 

mainstreaming measures and terminology was in 
line with the Age of Enlightenment 
}  But his designs were more of Rococo aesthetics 

}  France, c. 1720-1770 
} Ornament composed of S- and C- curves 
} With scrollwork, tracery, and plant forms derived 

from nature, classical, and medieval sources. 
} Light pastels often used with ivory white and gold 

in asymmetrically balanced designs.  
} LAVISH expression 

Rococo How did the Age of Enlightenment  
coincide with Rococo? 

}  “Enlightenment was based in the salons of the aristocrats 
and often funded by them in part (Catherine the Great of 
Russia supported Voltaire and Diderot), even while its 
writers and philosophers argued against indulging the 
tastes of the rich. “ 
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Fragonard, The Swing, 1767, Rococo Hall of Mirrors, Versailles 

Louis Simonneau, Romain du Roi, 1695 Gardens at Versailles George Bickham, “A Poem, on the Universal Penman”, c. 1740 

Other work by or inspired by George Bickham (and rococo) Joseph Gerard Barbou, pages from Contes et nouvelles en vers, 1792, (type by Fournier le Jeune) 
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} Civil war 
}  Religious persecution 
} Harsh censorship 
} Government control of printing 
}  King Charles II demanded number of printers 

reduced to 20 “by death or otherwise” 
} For over 2 ½ centuries, had to look elsewhere 

on the continent for typography and design 
leadership.  Therefore,  many ideas imported from 
places like Holland.  Until 2 native geniuses… 

England 

} William Caslon 
}  John Baskerville 

England 

} Metal engraver eventually into printing at 
suggestion of friend 

}  1720 with immediate success 
}  1722 first size of Caslon Old Style with Italic 

William Caslon (1692-1766) 

William Caslon, type specimen sheet 

} Compared to popular on continent (which was 
embracing Romain de Roi), Caslon Old Style had: 
}  Increased the contrast between thick and thin 

strokes by making the thick heavier 
} This gives uneven rhythmic texture, visual interest, 

and appeal 

} Metal engraver eventually into printing at 
suggestion of friend 

}  1720 with immediate success 
}  1722 first size of Caslon Old Style with Italic 

} For next 60 years, virtually all English 
printing used Caslon type 

} (Including English colonies) 

William Caslon (1692-1766) 

William Caslon, type specimen sheet 
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}  Involved in all aspects of bookmaking process at 
his press in Birmingham, England 

} designed, cast and set type 
}  improved the printing process 
} conceived and commissioned new papers 
} design and published books 

 

John Baskerville (1706-1775) 

} Also represents zenith of transitional style bridging 
gap between Old Style and modern type design 

 
 

John Baskerville’s Type Designs 

John Baskerville, title page for Vergil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis, 1757 

} Also represents zenith of transitional style bridging 
gap between Old Style and modern type design 
}  New elegance and lightness 
}  Types wider 
}  Weight contrast between thick and thin increased 
}  Serifs:  flow smoothly out of major strokes, terminate 

as refined points 
}  Italics:  show influence of modern handwriting 

 

John Baskerville’s Type Designs 

}  Purely typographic books 
} Contemporaries often used intricate, engraved title pages 

and illustrations, generous use of flowers, ornaments, 
decorated initials, etc. 

} Wide margins 
} Liberal use of white space between letters 

(kerning) and line (leading) 

John Baskerville’s Type Designs 

}  Press 
}  Ink 
}  Paper 

John Baskerville’s Improvements 

} PRESS 
}  Built his 4 presses in his own workshops 
}  Focused on perfect alignment between inch thick 

brass platen and smooth press bed 
}  Packing behind sheet of paper being printed 

unusually hard and smooth 
} Achieved even, overall impressions 

John Baskerville’s Improvements 

}  INK 
}  Boiled linseed oil aged for several months after 

black or amber resin added, then mixed with  
fine lampblack 

} Resin added sheen to this unusually dense 
black ink bordered on purple 

John Baskerville’s Improvements 

} PAPER 
}  Before: all paper had coarse texture with 

textural patter from process 
}  Baskerville’s new process produced smooth, 

refined surface 

John Baskerville’s Improvements 
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“Modern*”type families) 

} Defines new category of roman type 
}  Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his 

Manuel Typographique to describe design trends 

Design Trends described by Le Jeune: 
}  Initial impetus: Romain du Roi 

}  Thin, straight serifs 
}  Engraved pages by artists 
}  Letterforms and page layouts of Baskerville 

}  Making light strokes of his characters thinner to increase 
contrast thick vs thin 

}  Rejection of ornament 
}  Generous use of space 

}  Trend of designing narrower, more  
condensed letterforms 
}  Give type a more geometric appearance 

}  Overall preference for lighter typographic tone 

“Modern*”type families 

} Defines new category of roman type 
}  Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his 

Manuel Typographique to describe design trends 
}  Influences (chronologically): 
}  Romain du Roi 
}  Baskerville 
}  Trend toward narrower, more condensed 
}  Less ornament 
}  Lighter tone and texture 

“Modern*”type families 
} This is not the same thing as 
“Modernist” Style or “Modernism. 

}  We will explore Modernism as a 
style when we get to the late  
1900s and its explosion in the 
mid-20th century.   

“Modern*”type families 

}  Political parallels  
(revolt against French monarchy) 
}  Lush Rococo turned to classical forms of  

Greece and Rome   
  

} Giambattista Bodoni (Italian) 
} Didot family (French) 

Giambattista Bodoni Giambattista Bodoni “Modern*”type families 

} Defines new category of roman type 
}  Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his 

Manuel Typographique to describe design trends 
}  These design trends show culmination in 

Bodoni’s mature work 
}  (Around 1790) Bodoni redesigned the roman 

letterform to give them a more mathematical, 
geometric, and mechanical appearance. 
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Giambattista Bodoni, Saggio Tipografico, 1771 Giambattista Bodoni, section-heading page for Vergil’s Opera, 1793 Giambattista Bodoni, page from Manuale Tipografico, 1818 

Giambattista Bodoni 

}  Redesigned roman letterforms 
}  Serifs – hairline that formed sharp right angles 

with upright strokes 
}  Extreme thick and thin 
} Mathematical, geometric, mechanical 
}  Precise, measureable, repeated forms 

} Concept of the emerging Industrial Age 
} Marked death of handwriting and 

calligraphy as inspiration for type design 

Giambattista Bodoni 

}  Page layouts:  “severe purity” 
}  Functional typography 
}  Large areas of white space 

} Generous margins 
} Wide letter and line spacing 

}  Lightness increased 
} Using smaller x-heights 
} Longer ascenders and descenders  

Giambattista Bodoni, page from Manuale Tipografico, 1818 

http://www.fonts.com/font/linotype/bodoni - DIGITAL FONT of this TYPEFACE 

François Didot 

}  Printing and bookselling firm in Paris, 1713 
}  Introduced finely woven smooth paper  

modeled after Baskerville’s 
} Type style experimentation 

} Maigre (thin) 
}  Gras (fat) 
} Condensed and expanded type 

François Didot 

} Point system of measurement 
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Pierre Didot, pages from Vergil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis, 1798 http://images-01.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/136/182/102_001.jpg 
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William Blake, title page from Songs of Innocence, 1789 'Holy Thursday' from William Blake, Songs of Innocence, 1789.  
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Information Graphics 

}  Foundation in analytic geometry 
}  Age of Enlightenment 

} Developed and first used in 1637 
}  Frenchman Rene Descartes (1596-1650) 
} Used algebra to solve geometry problems 

William Playfair, diagram from Commercial and Political Atlas, 1786 William Playfair, diagram from Commercial and Political Atlas, 1786 
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http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html 

End of the Enlightenment: Causes 
}  “Ultimately, the Enlightenment fell victim to competing 

ideas from several sources.  
}  Romanticism was more appealing to less-educated 

common folk and pulled them away from the empirical, 
scientific ideas of earlier Enlightenment philosophers.  

}  Similarly, the theories of skepticism came into direct 
conflict with the reason-based assertions of the 
Enlightenment and gained a following of their own… 

http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html 

End of the Enlightenment: Causes 
}  “What ultimately and abruptly killed the Enlightenment, 

however, was the French Revolution.  
}  Begun with the best intentions by French citizens inspired by 

Enlightenment thought, the revolution attempted to implement 
orderly representative assemblies but quickly degraded into 
chaos and violence.  

}  Many people cited the Enlightenment-induced breakdown  
of norms as the root cause of the instability and saw the violence as 
proof that the masses could not be trusted to govern themselves.  

}  Nonetheless, the discoveries and theories of the 
Enlightenment philosophers continued to influence Western 
society for centuries.” 

End of the Enlightenment: Effects 

}  “Printing had been a handicraft, and ‘graphic 
design’ (not yet labeled as such) had involved the 
layout of metal type and relater material with 
illustrations printed from handmade blocks.  

}  The 18th century closed with stormy political 
revolutions in France and the American colonies. 
England was the nucleus for the gathering forces of 
the vast upheavals of the Industrial Revolution…”  

End of the Enlightenment: Effects 

}  The sweeping changes ushered in by the 
conversion of the agrarian, rural society with 
handicraft manufacture to the industrial society of 
machine manufacture shook Western civilization 
to its foundations.  
All aspects of the human experience, 
including its visual communication, 
 were transformed by profound and 
irrevocable changes. 


